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Traditional Painting
Competition 

Poem Recitation

International
Day of Yoga

World
Environment

Day

Inter-housecompetitions21 June 
Breathe in...Breathe out...
Let the spirit of Zen engulf

you!

5 June 

Ecosystem Restoration
is the key to a green

recovery!

FOR CLASS V

FOR  CLASS  I

Know  Your Teacher !
Zankhana Chokshi

Part of the DPS Family since '21

Has a sweet tooth
- can't say no to

Gajar ka Halwa  

Lives by the
quote - "This too

shall pass."

Loves to sing "Old
MacDonald" along

with children

 What is the most rewarding part
about being a teacher?

The most rewarding part about
being a teacher is definitely the bond

that is formed between us and the
students and the sense of comfort 

 they  develop with us.

Krati Saxena
Devansh Garg

Kunjal Ningoo

Painting Competition
Theme- Outer Space/ Digital India

Art is a medium to express one's ideas,
emotions and feelings. For artists, it is a way
of  connecting with their true inner self  and

portraying what cannot be conveyed
through words.  It offers a glimpse into their

soul, their values and expresses the most
abstract ideas with ease.

2021 Theme -
Ecosystem Restoration 

Kaushini Dutta, 9A

Once again a vacation gets over, once again a vacant campus stands to welcome you
and once again the steel of resolution urges you forward on the road to promise. 
Undeterred by the hollowness of all around, the teaching community has gotten
together to deliver to the children the best in the given circumstances. Online
academics, online activities and online celebrations have become part of the regular
routine today. Nevertheless interaction have not  ceased, progress has not halted and
the chase to leave the harsh behind commences with rejuvenated surge.


